
Use a stiff, thick sofa cushion (a throw pillow or other pillow is not 
thick enough to protect the person who will hold it). Mark“eyes” with 
stickers. Make a “nose” with a paper towel and a paper towel or
toilet paper tube as follows:

Cut a 2” - 2 1/2” length of the tube, then cut it open from top to 
bottom. Fold a paper towel into a 2” width and then roll it up. Wrap 
it inside the cardboard tube and tape closed. Then tape the “nose” 
to your sofa cushion.
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A strong punch to the nose can be debilitating. To avoid injury to the hand, use the fist like a hammer
and hit with the cushioned side of the fist onto the nose. A poorly place nose punch with a straight
fist can cause injury to the hand, using the hammer fist provides protection from injury if you miss
the nose when executing the punch. Practice at home using the instructions below.

The nose punch is accomplished using a hammer fist motion (fist is the hammer, nose is the nail).
Raise your fist above your shoulder then slam it down onto the nose with full force. Be sure your
thumb is on the outside of your fist, this will prevent injury to your hand. 

Practice for accuracy first, then increase to full force with each repetition.

The target will flatten when hit full force. Simply squeeze the sides to put it back into position.

When practicing at home, always yell out in your safe voice as you use your self-defense. Remember
that breathing and yelling are the key to a strong defensive response. As soon as you’ve hurt the 
attacker enough that they loosen their grip, run to safety...RUNNING IS YOUR BEST SELF-DEFENSE! 
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